Floyd Says He'll Give Ortiz Redo If Vic Beats Berto..WOODS
Written by Michael Woods
Tuesday, 27 September 2011 08:05

Floyd Mayweather took to Twitter late Monday night/early Tuesday morning, and weighed in on
the Team Victor Ortiz call for a rematch.
"I'll give Ortiz a rematch but first he got to get passed Andre Berto," Floyd Tweeted.
He introduced his new avatar, an image of him delivering the right hand, the second shot of the
combo which dropped Ortiz on Sept. 17. #TwoPieceWithABiscuit, he called it.
He is apparently in a mood in which he feels perhaps more invincible than he has previously, as
he posted a picture of himself looking in a mirror, with a caption saying, "The only man who can
beat me is the man in the mirror." It does feel like that to many of us, frankly...
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He poked fun at Ortiz, as he captioned a picture of Ortiz on his back with the words, "I've fallen
and I can't get up..
"Victoria Ortiz's new nickname is "Take 2 of these and call me in the morning," he added.
His most pointed and salient Tweet, probably, was, "Does Victoria Ortiz want another rematch
because he thinks he can win or does he want another payday?" It is a question that warrants
asking.
He threw a two piece at Oscar De La Hoya, posting one of the infamous fishnet pictures, and
writing, "Victoria Ortiz's idol is Oscar De La Hoya aka Golden Girl."
We wonder if De La Hoya will maintain his composure, or go Larry Merchant on Floyd when
they get in the same room. Oscar has his pride to defend, but is in a subservient position, as he
needs to be deferential to Mayweather, because if he isn't, Golden Boy fighters might be out of
the Mayweather lottery.

Comment on this article
amayseng says:
Wow. So this is not only a guy who wins a fight
from sucker punching another man but then is
proud of his actions and talks smack about it.
FighterforJC says:
Amazing. Floyd's reached a new milestone in his career; ducking a guy he's already knocked
out. LOL.
Radam G says:
Sometimes you just can find the words to comment. On this piece, I've deep writer's block.
Holla!
brownsugar says:
Why is he wearing glasses?... not a mark on him... take a look at Ortiz... Money's left did more
damage than the right.
Real Talk says:
@ FightwriterJC, how about Manny ducking that Cotto rematch?!?!? How about that homie???
You got tunnel vision.
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Radam G says:
Wow! Emotions! Emotions! CHILLAX, guys! Hehehehehe! Nonetheless, it is no way that Da
Manny is or will be ducking a rematch with Cotto. No HARD talks have even come up yet. If
Cotto gets pass The Tijuana Tornado, Da Manny will whup his arse again for a BIG PRIZE, of
course -- something nowhere less than 30mil. Holla!
FighterforJC says:
[QUOTE=Real Talk;9734]@ FightwriterJC, how about Manny ducking that Cotto rematch?!?!?
How about that homie??? You got tunnel vision.[/QUOTE]
First time I ever heard of that. Everyone Pacquiao isn't fighting, haters and guys with very
small p*****s will accuse Pacquiao of ducking. And Pacquiao actually put a beating on Cotto,
something Mayweather couldn't say about Ortiz.
Radam G says:
NEW FLASH: The hammer is already beginning to DROP on referee Joe Cortez. The WBO
Prez uninvited him from refereeing an upcoming world title bout in the Phippines. Holla!
amayseng says:
wow a pac and cotto rematch?
never heard any word of this
im a huge cotto guy, big fan, hes a warrior, but pac beat him to a pulp, dont want to see him
get destroyed, margacheato already ruined him, hoping he takes margacheato out of the game
for good, a guy who wraps his hands with concrete does not deserve to fight ever again.
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